MARINE RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Town of Bar Harbor
MINUTES
Regular Meeting
Wednesday, November 18, 2020
CALL TO ORDER – 4:04 PM Virtual meeting through zoom link available to the
public
Present: Heidi Leighton (DMR area biologist), Natalie Springuel (secretary), Chris
Petersen (Chair), Joanna Fogg, Fiona de Koning, John Avila, Charlie Phippen
(harbor master), Matt Gerald (vice-chair), Scott Swann,
Visitors: Alex de Koning, Aliza Leit (COA student), Bill Zoellick (Schoodic
Institute), Mike Pinkham (Shellfish warden, Gouldsboro), Joe Porada (Chair,
Frenchman Bay Regional Shellfish Committee), Hannah Webber (Schoodic
Institute)
APPROVAL OF MINUTES Approved.
OLD BUSINESS:
A. Update on materials for recreational clammers
The Shellfish Identification and Recreational harvest limit page is posted up on
the DMR website and can be found here:
https://www.maine.gov/dmr/shellfish-sanitation-management/shellfishidentification.html

Thanks to Fiona for sharing the link.
B. Temperature data work with aquaculture
There are now temperature loggers out at several locations including Bar Harbor
Oyster Farms, at de Koning aquaculture rope site, and at the COA LPA sites.
There will be some moved to the Skillings River from the Bar Harbor Oyster
Company and we hope to add some to Sarah Redmond’s seaweed site. The
goal is to collect temperature data throughout the bay by taking advantage of the
gear that local farmers have in the water. The probes can be on the water for
over a year before downloadling.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Work done this fall on Shellfish Restoration and Resilience Grant
Presentation was given by Chris Petersen about the work done on this grantfunded project in the last several months, with the bulk of the work done by Chris
Petersen and Aiza Leit (COA student). Chris presented data with power point

slides which are attached to these notes (Bar Harbor clam research 2020
bhmrc.pdf).
General conversation
The impetus of this project is that soft shell clam landings have been going down
over the last several decades. The committee wanted to extend the preliminary
monitoring work started in 2019 with these funds. Specifically, we wanted to look
at natural levels of recruitment in the fall compared to levels of recruitment in the
absence of predation (using 1 by 2 foot screened “Beal boxes”). Working at six
sites: Clark’s Cove, Windaway, Thomas Island, Hadley Point (2 sites) and Otter
Creek. Aliza Leit (COA student ), Chris and others put out boxes, with no
substrate. Clam larvae come in but predators cannot (mostly). The data gives us:
• Recruitment without predation (box)
• Recruitment minus predation (from 4 inch core collected with PVC pipe
connector section)
We found highly variable recruitment among sites, with treatments suggesting
substantial predation. The boxes went out in May and came out late October.
Biologists tell us that clam reproduction happens here starting around early June
Otter Creek:
One site on Acadia National Park / Bar Harbor side. This site continued the trend
of 2019 with low numbers. Larval crabs had come in to 4 of the 6 boxes. Those
had no clams. The 2 that did not have crabs had low numbers of clams. In both
years Otter Creek has had low recruitment and high crab numbers.
Windaway:
The site is in Blue Hill Bay (Western Bay). The site had low recruitment of both
soft-shelled clams (Mya) and quahogs (Mercenaria) in 2020, with predation
possibly more intense on Mya.
Clarks Cove:
This is our second site in Blue Hill Bay.
Good recruitment of quahogs at this site, and some soft-shelled clam
recruitment. Low core numbers suggest substantial predation, especially on softshelled clams. We also saw a lot of oysters at Clark’s Cove. Four years ago there
were none.
Note: Heidi Leighton and Hannah Annis (DMR area biologists) also saw oysters
when they were able to do a quick survey at Clark’s Cove, November 10, 2020.
They found oysters mostly in salt pond on north side. The oysters were loose
(not attached to the bottom). This leads them to believe that they didn’t recruit
there, since oyster coming from larvae would tend to attach to rocks, so that
these might have been put there or escaped from aquaculture.
Thomas Island:

This site has had our highest recruitment (Mya) of all of our sites. This year
recruitment was nearly an order of magnitude lower for Mya (from 1600 to 167
per square foot). This lower number is still very high recruitment. Predation
seemed to be very high.
Hadley Point:
We had two sites at Hadley Point this year, our typical eastern site and a second
site directly out from the parking lot (just east of the point).
East: We had an unusual pattern at Hadley Point this year at both sites: Core
data in May was way high, but in October cores had lower density, and boxes
were especially low. The May core densities at HP East were higher than the
cores in October, suggesting that there had been a recruitment sometime in
November – May. We are continuing to investigate this pattern.
Overwintering clams: Unlike past years, when clams were returned to their natal
sites post-counting, this year we put the clams in spat bags (approximately 3mm
mesh) and those into lantern nets at two aquaculture sites in Frenchman Bay,
with one net at a COA Limited Purpose Aquaculture site in approximately 20’ of
water, and two at Alex de Koning’s aquaculture site, on near 20’ and one deeper
at approximately 50’.
Next steps:
• Do a finer analysis of predation intensity by looking at size classes of
clams.
• Add pH data (though likely not an issue with recruitment – was not
correlated in previous years)
• Present to the shellfish group that normally meets on Shellfish day at the
annual Fishermen’s Forum (in person canceled this year due to COVID)
• Share with clam committees around the bay (which we are starting today
at this meeting with our guests)
• We have funds left in our grant, we will talk with the Maine Shellfish
Restoration and Resilience Fund about reallocating those funds to other
work.
We had a general discussion of the results:
We talked about the potential problem of netting clams, that they start to grow
differently (Joe Porada called them little footballs) and stop growing even before
they get to be an inch (particularly Mya).
Q: Are we were seeing more Mercenaria?
A: Not really. They have been in Blue Hill Bay for a long time, and we only get a
few in our town Frenchman Bay sites. Between Blue Hill and FB, they nearly
completely disappear. Our best guess is that Blue Hill Bay is warmer, and that
the colder Frenchman Bay presents a geographical barrier for the warmer water
species. This also may explain why the introduced green algae Codium fragile
(dead man’s finger) has been in Blue Hill Bay for well over a decade, but never in
Frenchman Bay. We have also seen the invasive tunicate Didemnum vexillum in

FB on aquaculture sites but not on docks or in the intertidal in Bar Harbor, but it
is common in Blue Hill bay at the Bartlett’s landing dock.
The committee wanted to thank all of the individuals that helped this fall,
especially Aliza Leit, Alex de Koning, Teagan White, and the College of the
Atlantic Marine Biology Class.
B. Guest reports.
We asked our guests from other towns and clam committees around the
bay to share their insights into this work and what they had done and were
seeing in their towns. This included Joe Porada (Chair, Frenchman Bay
Regional Shellfish Committee, Mike Pinkham, clam warden for Gouldsboro), and
Bill Zoellick (formerly at Schoodic Institute, and working with the Downeast
Institue and students at Sumner High School.
Joe Porada shared that at Goose Cove (Western Bay in Blue Hill Bay) Mya and
Mercenaria changed shape under nets, to football shape. The population of
quahogs is increasing in Goose Cove but he believes it is because of the lack of
harvesting because of the aquaculture site there.
Joe has found quahogs in Flanders and Taunton Bay, but only in small numbers
(40-50 among a couple hundred bushels of Mya harvested there).
They also put boxes out in 2020 and had very low recruitment everywhere,
Flanders Bay, Raccoon Cove – nothing more than 90 in any Beal boxes in their
experiments. Hog Bay also very low recruitment. They concur that 2020 was a
horrible recruitment year.
Mike Pinkham’s group in Gouldsboro did not do any recruitment work this year.
Instead they have been working on creating a land-based hatchery at EB Rice
Fishery in Bunkers Harbor, using tank from Tidal Falls lobster. They are lining up
contractors now to build that out by spring. The initial idea is to overwinter clams
there. But that is an intensive labor process. With the pandemic, they don’t have
student help. They will try to use the tank in the summer as an upweller to hold
them for another summer in that tank. If we can get them bigger than one season
of growing they believe they would have better opportunity against green crabs.
Students are interested to being involved so there is hope for engagement in the
future
Bill Zoellick added that Dr. Brian Beal (Downeast Institute) had also done some
recruitment studies at Bunkers Cove and also found a banner year there (not
sure of year – not 2020). Bill wondered if we could all use a common data
platform, like Anecdata, to aggregate data across towns in one place.
Q: Does DMR check genetics on wild oyster to see where they are from?
Heidi: oysters that recruit on racks have black stripe, which means they have
come from aquaculture – this is a mark that was added to disease-resistant
stocks that were originally developed at Rutgers (some people call them Rutgers

oysters). We do have technology to test them, but that is a different DMR
program. The idea that it is too cold in Eastern Maine for oysters may be
changing. We have found them all over Blue Hill Bay. In Goose Cove, Joe has
found some that were big, indicating they survive several years.
Today we have guests from around Frenchman Bay and everyone agreed that it
was useful to get bay-wide reports like this.
Joe: The seven towns (Frenchman Bay Regional Shellfish Committee) are
instituting a 4-inch upper limit on Mya. Could we consider something throughout
the Bay? The idea is to leave the largest individuals to increase larval supply.
Most of the large clams are already in the soft mud, and so it is easier to leave
them in place. Thousands of pounds of larger clams getting fished, and there is
concern that this will reduce future recruitment. The Bar Harbor committee will
discuss this idea at our next meeting. Fiona added that this might be a good
discussion for ShAC (state level Shellfish Advisory Committee), some of the
dealers might want this because they don’t want big clams. However, some parts
of the state (especially the southern part of state) don’t want it. Mike Pinkham
agreed. If we can move toward a 4” maximum, he thinks it would be good.
Gouldsboro has this, Steuben had it but then got rid of it. The more communities
we can get involved to do it, some thought that maybe the state would follow.
This will be easiest to do when a steamer market comes back, which uses
smaller clams, larger clams are used in the fried clams market, which was a
larger part of the market this year.
C.

Further adjustments to town ordinance language

Chris brought up that we have at least one change to our ordinance language
that we need to make. When we made ourselves “unlimited”, we no longer have
leftover commercial licenses revert to the state after 90 days to be available to
the public. So our ordinance language is confusing. We need to fix this.
Next meeting agenda topics
• Discussion on 4-inch clam limit
• Putting data in one place (anecdata, FMB mudflat group)
• Brochure at next meeting.
• Fix ordinance language.
• This has been successful to meet with other clam committees. Let’s do
this twice a year at least, to bring everyone together.
• Heidi would like our committee to think about adding oysters to our
ordinance.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20pm.

Bar Harbor clam recruitment study – 2020
Bar Harbor Marine Resource Committee
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Bar Harbor clam recruitment study – 2020
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6 Sites
● Clark’s Cove
● Windaway
● Thomas Island
● Hadley Point (2)
● Otter Creek

What we are hoping to accomplish with this research:
- Understanding of recruitment patterns in space and
time for an commercially important clams in Bar
Harbor and the role of predation in reducing
apparent recruitment.
- Engage community in a conservation project
- Engage with the aquaculture community to look for
ways that we can both benefit from collaborative
work

What we think the data gives us:
Box density - Recruitment without predation
Core (natural density) – Recruitment minus predation
Difference between the box and core = Number that died
(presumably due to mortality)
Example:

Core – density of 50 clams per square foot,
Box. - has 200 per square foot.

Recruitment = 200 per square foot
Mortality = (difference berween the box and core)
150/200 = 75% mortality
In past years we have had estimates of 50-100% mortality

Otter Creek continues to have a low number of clams

Predators seem to be a large problem in Otter Creek
(In and outside of boxes)

(Error bars throughout equal +/- 1 Standard Error)

Quahogs are still the predominant species in Western Bay,
although Mya recruits there as well

Quahogs are still the predominant species in Western Bay,
although Mya recruits there as well

We also found for the first time a substantial population
of oysters in Clark’s Cove

Picture of Clark’s Cove Oysters.

Walkover Survey: Clark Cove, Bar Harbor
November 10, 2020

These are the results of a
walking survey done by
Heidi Leighton and
Hannah Annis from DMR
showing the extent and
size frequency of oysters
and quahogs in Clark’s
Cove
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Upper Frenchman Bay has had some monster recruitment
over the last few years. 2019 was an amazing year

From Ober 2019

Thomas Island had higher levels than other sites, but had much lower recruitment than in
previous years

(clams per sq ft. in boxes)
Year

2018

2019

2020

Thomas Is.

1634

1607

167

Okay, on the surface Hadley Point just looks weird

But the cores in May 2020 were actually higher than the cores at
the same location in October 2019

This suggests that there was more recruitment between October and May
- we believe it was in late fall 2019

The density in the wild seems to be represented by the
‘overwinter’ recruitment

Four years of recruitment studies - Mya
Estimated recruitment per square foot

Mya recruitment patterns in Frenchman Bay
(all values in number/square foot)

Upper Frenchman Bay has the highest recruitment by far
2017?

2019 >= 2018 >> 2020

But we still had a lot of clams
About 1300 Mercenaria
with most 2-3 mm and
then about 20% in 4-5 mm
size class.
6000+ Mya in the size
classes in the graph

But there is more: What we did with the clams

Alex de Koning LPA site
Clams are now
overwintering on
two aquaculture
sites in the bay

COA aquaculture LPA site

COA – 20’
ADK – 20’ and 50’

Next steps:
1. For the recruitment study - clean up the data
a. Look at core data and try to remove older clams
b. Do some statistics
c. Add pH data
2. Present the work at whatever substitutes for the Fishermen’s
Forum in 2021
3. Examine the clams in late spring 2021 – decide if we want to
transplant or leave in nets for longer.
4. Talk with other clam committees in the bay
5. We will probably have some grant money leftover – we could
propose some additional ideas to Broadreach

